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What if there could be more green in winter?

What if you are sick of the unfinished building across the street?
What if Saturn and its ring occupy the northern sky?

What if it is Darkside who standing on a memorial plaza instead of George Washington?
What if all of these can be another story tomorrow, next hour, or next second?
Will life rekindle its passion, and the city become more "me"?
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Racial hatred, diplomatic conflicts, financial wars,

the game according to their preferences, With the help of

world that doesn't run in the way we want, we may grow

people an opportunity to Modding the real world, which is

environmental destruction, Covid-19 raging. In this imperfect
numb, weary, and look for alternate realities that act as a

relief from these increasingly bizarre events. And due to the

current pandemic, ordinary individuals forced into isolation
in a strange foreign city risk losing their psychological

identity as well as their connection with the society. The

city becomes a metaphor of this alienation as, in some cases,

it lacks a sense of belonging by already built urban structures
that disenfranchise both the individual and the citizen.

Could we rebuild this lost relationship between the city and
its residents by empowering the individuals to control and
manipulate some part of their perceptible reality?

so exciting that for a specific area of the city, there will be a

variety of thematic sets of virtual content for users to choose
from. These contents will replace, mask, or upgrade real

elements through MR devices, or new elements that don't exist
in reality will be simply added. I’d like to call these “Reality

MOD.” And of course, in addition to downloading these Reality
MODs by theme, people can also replace and delete any

element in a pre-defined set of Reality MODs. At this point,

people will create and embrace a version of reality that is only
for themself. And they also have the right to escape from the
real world in some of the extend.

Subjective idealism claims that to be is to be perceived.

This thesis will take Kennedy Plaza in Providence, Rhode

that belongs to us and create a world to escape to for a

possibilities on how a public space could be redesigned,

Why can't we believe that what we perceive is the reality

ABSTRACT

Augmented (Mixed) Reality technology, this system offers

moment of relief? I propose a highly customizable city

viewing system in which residents can create and share

their imaginary urban public space. Just like Video Game

Modifications(MOD) allow players to change the appearance
of different elements of a game and add more features to

Island, and its surrounding context as the site to explore the
transformed or improved by virtual contents. This research
is also a provocative experiment which questions the rising
dichotomy of technologies and digital realities as tools for
freedom of expression.
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TIME BACKGROUND

COVID -19 Pandemic & Post Epidemic Era

COVID

Quarantine

BACKGROUND

Pandemic

Social-Distance

Since the first case been identified in Wuhan, China, in
December 2019, the disease has since spread worldwide,
leading to an ongoing pandemic.[1]

In the post epidemic era, life and health will become the
key words. COVID-19 is still raging and the global death toll

It can not be ignored that the epidemic has caused great

infectious diseases.[2]

impacts and changes on people’s living habits.
With masks covering the face and the implementation of

social distancing policies, the distance between strangers has
become farther and farther.

exceeds 1 million. Medical experts believe that even if human
beings overcome COVID-19, they may again encounter major

Therefore, contact between people at various levels will not
return to normal in the short to medium term.

[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus_disease_2019
[2] http://www.xinhuanet.com/world/2020-10/04/c_1126573991.htm
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https://www.chinadailyasia.com/article/122291
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TIME BACKGROUND

The Chaos Behind the Surfacial Stability

ESCAPE
or

CONTROL
Starting from the pandemic, I gradually feel like the world

The middle east continues to fall to pieces with many

hatred, diplomatic conflicts, financial wars, environmental

and Saudi Arabia. Attacks on oil supplies could occur again

is sick and getting worse and worse. News like racial

destruction kept bombing us. We have seen protests
in France and Hong Kong turn violent. India is seeing

flashpoints such as the Persian Gulf, Gaza, Syria, Yemen,
and cripple oil production.

the sparks of violence with Hindus and Muslims at each

As a ordinary indivisual. I felt like everything is out of

countries are disintegrating. The Freud incident set off a

of certain parts of the world around us.

other’s throats once again. In South America, several
massive anti-depressive riot.

control and desire a way for escaping, or regain the control

INTRO TO AR

https://brianlamacraft.medium.com/2020-the-year-of-chaos-5e76d219f393
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Types of AR & Key Technologies

Technologies Wthin Reach

Intro of augmented reality and its development status
Augmented reality (AR) is an interactive experience of
a realworld environment where the objects that reside
in the real world are enhanced by computer-generated
perceptual information, sometimes across multiple

sensory modalities, including visual, auditory, haptic,
somatosensory and olfactory.

Development Prospect & Application Status
And though augmented reality ads have been used mostly

by early adopters so far, they’ll become more popular soon
as the number of AR users rises. Statista forecasts that

AR market size worldwide will increase from roughly 3.5
billion in 2017 to more than 198 billion in 2025.

Difference from Virtural Reality
AR is strong-related to the real world. It's content is

something to enhance the real world or exsiting based on

real world. The focus is on interaction with the real world.
But people will experience a complete virtural wold which
has weak relavance to the real world by VR.

Wearable Devices

Application Field

Figure 5,

Figure 6,

Figure 7,

One undeniable fact is that today's augmented reality glasses are very bulky, and the technology available to
Figure 1, Delivery & Storage
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Figure 2, Manufactory

Figure 3, Medical

Figure 4, Entertainment

manufacturers has not been able to find a perfect balance between the performance and portability of the glasses.
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AR in The Near Future
Technology Outlook & Potential Problems

Figure 8, Sight, the Video

Figure 9, mojo vision

In the science fiction short film Sight, people have been

computing power of future augmented reality devices has

other people's identity information, inner thoughts, mood

privacy violation problem. The powerful computing power

able to see through augmented reality glasses including

and even response measures, including a large amount of
personal sensitive data. This also shows that in people's

increased significantly. But it also reveals the potential
will be the realistic guarantee of this design.

expectations in the future augmented reality devices

In addition, we can also see many companies like mojo

computing human expression psychological state and give

augmented reality contact lens devices. the lightness of

computing power is sufficient to cope with real-time

immediate feedback. This on the one hand shows that the

vision on the right are developing lightweight and reliable
AR devices will be one of the necessary conditions for the

AR IN VARIOUS MEDIAS

technology to become as popular as cell phones today.

Daniel Lazo and Eran May-raz. Sight. 2012. https://www.robotgeniusfilms.com/
https://www.mojo.vision/
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Hyper-Reality

A New Vision of the Future
The video shows the future integration of the real
world and the virtual world, and imagines how
technology and business will dominate our lives
visually, presenting novel and exciting effects that
are ever changing.

was crowdfunded, and shot on location in Medellín,
Colombia.[3]

Only from the effect of video expression, this is a
very ideal state.

Our physical and virtual realities are becoming
increasingly intertwined. Technologies such as VR,
augmented reality, wearables, and the internet of
things are pointing to a world where technology will
envelop every aspect of our lives. It will be the glue
between every interaction and experience, offering
amazing possibilities, while also controlling the way
we understand the world. Hyper-Reality attempts
to explore this exciting but dangerous trajectory. It

10

The entire video is a first-person perspective,
including games, walking, shopping, etc., obviously
based on the display effect of the headset display (AR
or MR glasses)

First of all, there is no concept of “screen” in the
video. For humans, there is indeed no concept of a
screen. The horizontal viewing angle of human eyes
can reach up to 188 degrees, but for AR glasses, this
screen is much smaller. In the current mainstream
AR/MR devices, the fov of HoloLens and Magic Leap
is about 50 degrees. The hands-on experience is that
there is a rectangular screen in front of you, just
like a movie screen. The content beyond the screen
cannot be displayed, only turning the head Only then
can you see the contents of other areas. And the Fov
problem is the most difficult to overcome, a larger
fov display will have display effect problems.

Secondly, the information displayed in the video
is very diverse. This is another bottleneck in the
current development of AR, and it is also a difficult
point that everyone calls AR usecase. However, I
personally think that this is not the most difficult,
and even within a certain period, AR content will
explode quickly. The display will first land on the
mobile phone and then gradually shift to the glasses
side. Therefore, limited by hardware, light field and
other technologies, this kind of first-person content
display and interaction in video is more difficult to
become a reality, and there may be a certain stage of
intermediate form.
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Ghost in The Shell

Depremitive, De-naturalness and Cyberpunk
Artificial light is cyberpunk’s biggest visual feature.
Neon lights and billboards are the most familiar
elements of cyberpunk, ubiquitous neon lights,
ubiquitous artificial light, ubiquitous prosperity,
reflecting the future of human civilization in the
world sense of prosperity. Lighting has always been
a symbol of prosperity of human civilization, from
drilling wood for fire, to the invention of electric
lights, and now ubiquitous artificial lighting, the
brighter the environment appears more prosperous.
The ubiquitous artificial light is because the huge
pollution makes the city sky forever gray, must pass
the artificial light to illuminate (the real life already
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existed phenomenon) , this world all things are
artificial, does not have “the plant” , there are no
“animals” , (real plants are rare in the cyberworld,
even wood is scarce in Ghost in the Shell, real
animals are scarce) , people are wrapped in artificial
limbs, everything is artificial, even light is artificial,
it’s a man-made feeling that’s everywhere. People
are also affected by artificial light all the time, the
original color of the skin is nowhere to be seen, the
original does not exist.
Neon lights and billboards are the most familiar
elements of cyberpunk, ubiquitous neon lights,
ubiquitous artificial light, ubiquitous prosperity,
reflecting the future of human civilization in the

world sense of prosperity. Lighting has always been
a symbol of prosperity of human civilization, from
drilling wood for fire, to the invention of electric
lights, and now ubiquitous artificial lighting, the
brighter the environment appears more prosperous.
The holographic projection and the digital screen
are actually an extension of the neon lights. Apart
from the technology, which is both visually artificial
and shining objects, visually it mainly represents the
artificial light of the indoor environment, can reflect
the future of the world’s high-tech sense, but also
reflects the concept of artificial and virtual. For in
the cyberworld-view environment only the “artificial
light” character is emphasized here.

Another huge feature of the streets in cyberpunk
films like Ghost in the Shell is the ultra high density
of commercial information. The genre likes to use
places like the Kowloon Walled City of Hong Kong
as a stage for its stories, highlighting people’s low
life in the high tech era. Echoing the old signs along
the street with Oriental writing, the large screen on
the façade is constantly transmitting advertising
messages, the lights of which are aimed at the lives
of the poor from every angle, a flood of consumer
information bombards their heads.
Therefore, in the process of this design, I should
consider whether this kind of high-density virtual
content presentation is a feasible style. Will it touch
cyberpunk's low life spiritual core.
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Blade Runner 2049

Cybernetic Elements in Dystopia
Compared with Ghost in the Shell, the massive
buildings and large screen ads that fullfill
Blade Runner are more about corporate control
over people. The content of the hologram
even occupies even the driving path of the
street, symbolizing the
ruthless encroachment of the
commercial body on the life
of the people at the bottom
of society. Giant mages of
Joi, the artificial intelligence
companion, stand
shoulder to shoulder
with the building,
revealing a fatalistic
sadness.
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to explore and balance the actual impact of the
volume and density of AR content on the user’s life.
It’s inevitable that the virtual content in this system
will have a commercial element on the street,
and I hope that at least what I do will
not be so aggressive, that it will be more
of a recommendation than a mandatory

These are very much in
line with the core spirit
of Cyberpunk’s which is
Cybernetics.

requirement.

There is no denying that the content I want to
create is an unavoidable visual invasion of the
users in the virtual space, so it is necessary

In short, the AIM of the system should be to
serve and enhance people’s urban life, not to
occupy.

15

The huge screen
willfully shows the
right to speak and
implies power
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GENERAL LAYERS IN AN AUGMENTED CITY

Street

Some explaination of the layers in the tree diagram on the previous page

Architectural Layer

Architectural Layer

Traffic Facilities
Commercial Information

Realistic Layer
Activity Layer

Vegetation

Architecture

Cultural Information
Other Information

Construction Information
Decorative Objects

Thematic Visual Effects Layer

The original architecture structures in the urban interior as
human activities and information carrier.

City

Traffic Signals
Traffic Light
Traffic Information

Bus Schedule
Bus Arriving Notification
Warning for Special Vehicles Passing

Virtual Layer

Lane Information (Road Closure）

Thematic Visual Effects Layer

Location-irrelevant content. The relative position of the
content to the wearable device will not change.

Commercial Information

Specific Virtual Information Layer

Main Business, Signage, Touts
Important Notification
Structural Information of The Building
History

Specific Virtual Information Layer
Information in this layer are usually the highlighted version
information in the realistic layer and some potential information
that not easy to access in the realistic layer unless the user
comes to the scene in person.
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Society, Cultural Information

Upcoming Cultural Events
Policy Notice
Cultural Appeal Slogan
Political Propaganda

Other Information

Construction Shelter
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CONTENTS CLASSIFICATION

Logic based on where the content appears in the virtual space

Location Locked content

Device Locked content

Locates geographically relevant content whose relative location
of its presence in virtual space to physical space do not change
with the user’s Location in physical space.

Location-irrelevant content. The relative position of the content
to the wearable device will not change.

Permanent Content
These contents have nothing to do with the location of the
user, and regardless of the relative location of the user and the
content, the content will be seen when it is within the user’s
field of view at a predetermined location

Proximity-Triggered Content
The content appears and displays in some form (e.g. fade in)
only when the user is within a preset range at a distance from
the user’s location.
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CONCLUSION

Content Needs to Be Retrieved and
Opened by the User
Similar to proximity-triggered content, users will see some form
of alert with a list of available information when they get close
to the anchor point; as these are usually more informative, so it
won’t be fully displayed.

In the context of the social environment in the
post-epidemic era, people's interaction methods
will be affected and new interaction methods will
emerge, which will be an important opportunity
for augmented reality technology to develop well.
And with the passage of time and the progress of
technology, the convenience and computing power
of AR devices will certainly be improved. Therefore,
this design will set the premise of the era in a near
future when portable AR devices have become
popular, and it is assumed that the computing
power of AR devices will be powerful enough for
computing some complex scenes, information, light
environment, etc.
21

JEFF KOON'S GRAFFITI-BOMBED BALLOON DOG

Citizen Rights and Designer's Responsibilities and Obligations In
Virtual Puablic Space

In late 2017, Snapchat collaborated with Jeff Koons to develop
a geotagged AR public sculpture in New York City’s Central
Park. The artist. The project marks Snapchat’s first locationbased augmented-reality Lenses.The Koons project is “just an
example of the way Snapchat is trying to remove the friction
in the creative process,” Spiegel said. “The fact we can bring
these ginormous sculptures anywhere in the world… is just the
beginning” Within just a single day, the work was “vandalised.”

PRECEDENTS

Rather than hacking Snapchat, the culprit, artist Sebastian
Errazuriz, built an alternative, graffiti-bombed version of the
Koons sculpture assigned to the exact same coordinates as
the original piece. Though the act may have ultimately been
more symbolic than effective in its challenge to Snapchat’s
augmented public space intervention, Errazuriz’s stated
motivations[2] capture some of heated tenor of debates to come:
"For a company to have the freedom to GPS-tag whatever they
want is an enormous luxury we should not be giving out for free.
The virtual public space belongs to us; we should charge them
rent." He described the move as a "symbolic stance against an
imminent augmented reality corporate invasion."
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HUAWEI CYBERVERSE SYSTEM

Discover The New World, Create The Wonder Together

Cyberverse technology (HeTu) is a
technology platform integrating 3D highprecision map ability, spatial computing
ability, strong environment understanding
ability and super realistic virtual reality
fusion rendering ability. Under the 5g
architecture of end tube cloud integration,
it will provide the construction and service
ability of the earth level virtual and real
world. The technology platform connects
users, space and data through spatial
computing, bringing brand-new interactive
mode and subversive visual experience to
Huawei mobile terminal users.[]
The Huawei AR Map app will cover 120
square kilometers (46 square miles) within
Shanghai’s Inner Ring Road by the end of
May. And by the end of 2020, it will cover
all first-tier cities in China, more than 100
museums and 1,000 commercial districts.
Photos on th right shows the Cyberverse
system being used to enhance tours of

the Mogao Caves, a famous historical site
in northwest China. Through the system,
visitors can clearly see the number of
each cave, and can selectively browse
the cultural relics they want to know. In
addition to providing information, pure
visual content is also an important part
of the system, the virtual world of fairies

and fairy deer image, a good rendering
of the classical cultural atmosphere and
mysterious atmosphere of the scenic spot.

The system is now available in parts of
Shanghai. The four images on the left
simply show the operational level of the
road guidance system. They used the petals
of the Magnolia Flower in Shanghai as a
visual representation of road guidance. It’s
a great example of how visual content can
be integrated into the local culture.

Fireworks are not allowed in downtown
Shanghai due to air quality control policy,
but with the help of the the system,
fireworks are allowed to bloom again
over the city. In the meantime,. Lujiazui,
an important part of the city’s night
scene, is used as a stage by the system,
where people can use it as a curtain on
what they want to say to their loved
ones. At the same time, many traditional
Chinese visual elements such as Koi also
appear in this beautiful vitural scene.

LIBERATION MONUMENT STREET AR PROJECT

Discover The New World, Create The Wonder Together

This is an AR project located in the commercial pedestrian street
of Jiefang Tablet in Chongqing, China. Although located in a
commercial center, its content tends to create a cultural festival
atmosphere, deliberately excluding the commercial elements.
In the drawings of the project, you can see how the author of
Chongqing City’s cultural symbols first concrete classification,
and then abstract into content material. The author uses this
method to build an AR content material library, and in which to
select the required material, placed in a specific location. In the
author’s theory, the existence of urban AR virtual space gives
more possibilities for urban image, and different people may
have different cognition and impression on a city because of the
AR content on different platforms. The author also puts forward
the concept of layers of a city, which is an important theoretical
basis for my Thesis proposal.
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One of the biggest changes
that architecture and cities
are facing in this era is the
software of space.
27
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Factory developed an interactive system and content for
La Vitrine Culturelle in the heart of Montreal’s cultural
district. The Vitrine, which literally means window is
Montreal’s very own window on culture, offering great
show tickets and last-minute deals. Inspired by the
centralized ticket offices in London, New York and Boston,
it gives an up to date pulse on culture.
The permanent installation strategically located includes
tracking devices and low-resolution 35,000 LED light bulbs
that change shape and colour according to passersby’s
movement. The fun and interactive nature of this
installation is an innovation of the Quartier des spectacles
Lighting Plan, as it redefines the traditional architectural
facade so as to enable passersby to make it their own by
interacting with the light shapes displayed.
32

LA VITRINE PERMANENT INTERACTIVE LED MEDIA FACADE

https://architizer.com/projects/la-vitrine-permanent-interactive-led-media-facade/
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Just like Video Game Modifications(MOD) allow
players to change the appearance of different
elements of a game and add more features to the
game according to their preferences, this system
offers people an opportunity to Modding the real
world, which is so exciting that for a specific area
of the city, there will be a variety of thematic sets
of virtual content for users to choose from. These
contents will replace, mask, or upgrade real
elements through MR devices. Or new elements
that don't exist in reality will be simply added. I’d
like to call these “Reality MOD”.

DESIGN

And of course, in addition to downloading these
Reality MODs by theme, people can also replace
and delete any element in a pre-packaged set
of Reality MODs. At this point, people will see
and embrace a version of reality that is only for
themselves.
35

SITE

Downtown
Park

Downtown Providence, RI
Kennedy Plaza

Court for the
District

Over nearly two centuries, Kennedy Plaza has
hosted horse-drawn carriages, trains, trolleys,
buses and cars, and has been a home to small
parks and statuary.
With the Burnside and Biltmore parks, the skating
rink, food trucks, art exhibits and transportation
uses, Kennedy Plaza is a servant with many
masters.

Superman
Building
Providence
City Hall

In 2017, mayor Jorge Elorza announced plans to
transform it from a transportation hub to a public
space that would serve as a "true civic heart" of
Providence.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kennedy_Plaza
http://digital.olivesoftware.com/Olive/ODN/ProJo/shared/ShowArticle.
aspx?doc=TPJ%2F2017%2F02%2F16&entity=Ar00400&sk=6CFCE5A4
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CURRENT SITUATION
by Klopfer Martin Design Group

Since 1847, Kennedy Plaza has served as the heart of the Providence’s
transportation network. At the geographic center of the City, the Plaza sits between
the Second Empire City Hall built in 1878, and the Beaux Arts Federal building
completed in 1908. The impressive bookends frame the short ends of the plaza,
while the long ends are contrasted by Burnside Park to the west and many of the
City’s tallest buildings to the east.
New funding resources enabled the City and the Rhode Island Public Transit
Authority (RIPTA) to take on a re-visioning of the Plaza that reduces the focus on
transportation by making more efficient bus berths and better orienting the tens
of thousands of RIPTA riders every day, and also creates a sense of place that
improves the plaza as a venue for events and festivals during non-peak ridership
times. Using a strategy to increase visual connectivity between Burnside Park and
the Plaza and take advantage of the decreased traffic lanes and increased Plaza
space, the design deploys long groves of trees and a contemporary paving palette
to reinforce the Plaza as a place of prominent scale of the city that also functions
well at the scale of individuals catching the bus on their commute.

https://www.klopfermartin.com/projects/kennedy-plaza
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CURRENT SITUATION

UNUSED RENOVATION PLAN
by Birchwood Design Group

The site is bordered by a large urban public
green space to the north, and an important
transportation hub to the south, surrounded
by a large number of downtown businesses. So
this can be considered as an important public
space for people to gather in Providence

Existing RIPTA Bus Berths in Kennedy Plaza

Kennedy Plaza is an interchange with nearly
40 bus lines, and the complexity of the lines
and the constant flow of arriving buses make
it a potential application for urban information
such as AR alerts for bus arrival information.
Existing RIPTA Bus Berths in Kennedy Plaza

40

Mayor Jorge O. Eliorza, Kennedy Plaza Improvements Public Meeting Presentation, 2018

Birchwood Design Group has been supporting Union Studio Architects of Providence and
Project for Public Spaces out of New York to create this new unified vision for Kennedy
Plaza. This is an exciting vision for Providence that we hope will gain momentum through
the addition of new programs and eventually re-design of the traffic dominated space to
pedestrian friendly markets, gardens and open civic space drawing business and engaging
the downtown workforce and visitors. It is conceivable that there are too many excellent
urban public space design solutions that have not been awarded and implemented, and AR
as a relatively low-cost tool will be able to present these legacy pearls to the public well.
https://bdglandscape.wordpress.com/2013/01/14/greater-kennedy-plaza/
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USER ANALYSIS
Crowd Composition

Residents

Tourists

Urban Designers

First of all, it is obvious that information at various
levels can be accessed by users on the street with
the help of the system, the daily life of the citizens
will be made more convenient to some extent.

The navigation system, shop information, interest
points and historical and cultural information of the
buildings in the block will be a new dimension of the
city for visitors who are not familiar with the block.
As mentioned in the previous point, a variety of
visually expressive virtual content will also form part
of the visitor’s impression of the city.

Based on the most popular realistic plans on the
platform. The city planners might be inspired and
make the desired change for the city in reality.
On the other hand, the city planners could upload
different dedign plans for a publicspace to the
platform, residents could rate for those options.

Meanwhile, all of the businesses on this street will
be potential content creators, and the system should
allow them to upload their AR virtual content within
certain rules.

The largest group of users of the
system will be residents living in
the city, followed by tourists visiting
the area. In addition, the system will
have the potential data collection
functions, so the government
administration will also be one of
the user groups of the system.
42

And the content that the city service providers
uploads, in essence is to rise better the means that
attracts a customer effect. The virtual space is not
limited by the physical space of real world display, so
that the display form of commercial advertising has
more room to play, so as to better attract customers
to improve their own profit. And from the point of
view of the customer or just the average citizen
walking down the block, all this virtual content,
especially the purely visual content, will be part of
their new cityscape. This is also true for the second
group of users who are the visitors.

https://www.thepolisblog.org/2012/08/ownership-andidentity-in-kennedy-plaza.html

https://www.thepolisblog.org/2012/08/ownership-andidentity-in-kennedy-plaza.html
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TURN BACK
CONTENTS GO AGAINST
SYSTEM'S REGULATIONS
(STAND-ALONE CONTENTS)
USER A'S
HCW

HIGHLY CUSTOMIZED WORLDS
FOR INDIVISUALS (HCW)
USER C'S
HCW

REAL
WORLD

USER B'S
HCW

TOURISTS
PERSONAL
AR LENSES

INDIVISUAL
CONTENTS
LIBRARY
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USERS

UPLOAD IDEAS
(MODELS, SKETCHES,
WRITTEN REQUESTS)

SYSTEM
RUNNERS

CITIZENS
PUBLIC FIELTED,
REFINED CONTENTS

URBAN
DESIGNERS

HOW WILL THE
SYSTEM WORK

DESIGNERS

DOWNLOAD
SHARED CONTENTS
YOU LIKE

SYSTEM
PLATFORM

POPULAR/INSPIRABLE
CONTENTS, STRATEGIES
45

The platform will pre-divide a city into several zones
according to certain rules. Users can choose the areas
they are interested in and customize them themselves
or upload requests for customization to the
system. The system’s designers or other users
on the system platform can create augmented
reality content according to the request.

SYSTEM
RUNNERS
TOURISTS

DESIGNERS

USERS

CITIZENS
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UPLOAD IDEAS
(MODELS, SKETCHES,
WRITTEN REQUESTS)

SYSTEM
RUNNERS

The produced contents
will be reviewed by the platform before
they are published. Contents that pass
the review will be published on the platform for
users to download and use. Uniform style elements
designed for the same area will be made into
thematic packages for users to download as a set.

UPLOAD FIELTED,
REFINED CONTENTS

SYSTEM
PLATFORM
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INDIVISUAL
CONTENTS
LIBRARY

TURN BACK
CONTENTS GO AGAINST
SYSTEM'S REGULATIONS

SYSTEM
RUNNERS

Compared to those crazy and imaginative ideas,
some ideas might be more rational and realistic.
And based on the most popular realistic plans on
the platform. The city planners might be inspired
and make the desired change for the city in
reality. On the other hand, the city planners could
upload different dedign plans for a publicspace
to the platform, residents could rate for those
options.

To balance freedom and restraint, a standalone content library will be allowed in
everyone's individual terminal to store
those contents that are unable to pass the
platform review mechanism.

In that case, the system will, at the same time,
become a communication platform for urban
planning and the residents could be engaged into
the designing process of their own City

REAL
WORLD

URBAN
DESIGNERS
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POPULAR/INSPIRABLE
CONTENTS, STRATEGIES

SYSTEM
PLATFORM
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Prepare to Enter Your
Customized World
PREREQUISITES FOR
EVERYTHING: DIDITAL
TWIN DATABASE
AR GLASSES

AR CONTECT LENS

To realize such a system, We need digital
twins for every single place where we
want this system to work in the city.
When you arrive at a specific zone in the
city, with the help of digital twins in our
database, and the scene perception unit
in your AR devices, our system will locate
you in a super accurate way for the sake of
following interactions.
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Select and Download
The Theme Pack
INDIVIDUAL
AR LENSES

INDIVISUAL
CONTENTS
LIBRARY
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PICK & DOWNLOAD
SHARED CONTENTS

PERSONAL ASSET
LIBRARY USER INTERFACE

SYSTEM
PLATFORM

Users can select and download their
favorite Reality MODs by theme from
the platform to their personal library.
The user interface on the left shows
a person selecting a downloaded
Reality MOD theme in his personal
library. After that, he can select and
apply a theme, and modify, add or
delete preset elements from that
theme according to his preferences.
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Virtual Elements
Designing Principles

ADDED
ELEMENTS

Some very basic design principles for those virtual
elements that might be uploaded to the platform
need to be introduced. The first one is you can add
visual elements such as, in this case, those pigeons
fly in the sky. And of course, designers could also
upload the audio data with them. So that people
can Hear birdsong throughout the audio unit
embedded in the AR/MR devices.
Second, you can replace or cover any audio or
visual elements. As long as the virtual model is
larger than the original one in the real world, so
that they can cover The whole object. In this case,
the prosperly growing trees are covering the Bord
branches.

ADD AUDIO & VISUAL
ELEMENTS

The third is that we cannot eliminate any visual
elements that exist in the real world Because you
will still run into something In reality, even if you
get rid of it in the virtual world,which will cause
safety problems.

REPLACEING
ELEMENTS

REPLACE/COVER AUDIO &
VISUAL ELEMENTS

DEPTH PERCEPTION TO
GENERATE OCCLUSION
RELATIONSHIP
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REAL-TIME RENDERING
OF OVERLAY CONTENT

CANNOT ELIMINATE
VISUAL ELEMENTS
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Kennedy Plaza
02902-09
Street Lamp 010
Available
replacement
assets: 12

Virtual Elements
Designing Principles

EDITABLE ELEMENTS
HILIGHTING FRAME

Kennedy Plaza
02902-09
Street Lamp 008
Available
replacement
assets: 12

Kennedy Plaza
02902-09
Street Lamp 007
Available
replacement
assets: 12

ELEMENT
BEING EDITTED

Kennedy Plaza
02902-09
Tree 007
Available
replacement
assets: 12

After you apply a thematic pack, but not satisfied
with some specific elements, you can simply edit
it by entring the edting mode, either with your
phone or through your AR devices. Every editable
element will be highlighted in a white frame. After
you select the one that you want to edit, it will turn
blue, to show that it's being edited.

Kennedy Plaza
02902-09
Street Lamp 009
Available
replacement
assets: 12

Kennedy Plaza 02902-09
Veterans Monument
Available replacement
assets: 12

Kennedy Plaza
02902-09
Tree 007
Available
replacement
assets: 12

For example, if you want to change this monument
statue into some other thing, you can just go to the
asset library and try to find if there is any uploaded
content that can replace this statue. You can
download them into your personal library and do
the replacements whenever you want someday
By these interactions in the virtual world, when
people feel that they are not represented in the real
world, they can express their claims in a way that
does not affect others. Avoiding the deconstruction
of history like the massive destruction of realistic
statues during the BLM movement in 2020.
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OPERATE WITH YOUR
PHONE (OPTIONAL)
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What Can Be Replaced Virtually?

Feeling others' ideas are not as amazing as yours?
Why not create a theme package by yourself.
To realize this, we need to find out what elements could potrntially be
replaced in Kennedy Plaza area.
The black lamppost style derived from the Roman column runs through
the design language of the entire square and establishes the relatively
classic and solemn tone of the area.
I finally decide to redesign the station signs ,the street lamps and the bus
stops into a futuristic style. And put them into a science fiction theme
package. But I didn't design them to have a strong single style because I
thought they would be used in other non-future fantasy scenes and would
also go well with some of the other thematic elements.
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STATION
SIGN

STREET LAMP

BUS STATION
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Contents Example in A
Sci-fi Theme Package for
Kennedy Plaza
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Contents Example Overview
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Sci-fi Theme Pack Application Preview

Besides some replacement,a
hover car terminal, which is an
additional independence element,
is also designed, highlighting the
Transportation Hub attributes of
Kennedy Plaza.
And of course you can also edit
,replace or just remove any applied
element. The example on the right
shows how will the UI look like on
your phone after you keep your
camera on the lamp and press it
until the red frame appears. You can
then remove any applied elements
by doing this.
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Augmented City Layering Stratagy

DIGITAL TWINS OF
EXISTING OBJECTS
ACCURATE
LOCATION DATA
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DYNAMIC AGENTS
LAYER
FIXED REPLACED
ELEMENTS LAYER

ENVIRONMENT
ELEMENTS LAYER
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Content Library
Hierarchy

To explore more about what the
system can do, the hierarchy in this
system should be clarified. The first
category is the digital Twin of a city
zone. The second is the virtual urban
elements. And the last one is the
environmental layer.

INDEPENDENT
ELEMENTS

SPACE FILTER

In a broad sense, this sky element
can include anything that can appear
in the air or sky. It can include
astronomical elements such as stars,
the sun and the moon; weather
elements such as rain, snow, clouds
and fog. These are not urban elements
though. But it is an important part
of the urban landscape and the
impression of the city.

INDIVIDUAL
AR LENSES

INDIVISUAL
CUSTOMIZED
SCENE
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REPLACEMENT
ELEMENTS
EDIT & RECOMBINE
WITH OTHERS

PRESET
THEME PACK

These categories could have some
subcategories. so finally, when you
want to edit a scene, it will have five
categories of elements for you to
choose from.

FUNCTIONS

SKY ELEMENTS
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Augmented City
Layering Stratagy
Map

Functions Aviliable for Selection
Here are some examples that can be found in a
functional category. Including the bus information in
the city, interest point and distribution heat map of a
certain group of people.
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The Use of The Space Filter Editor

SPACE FILTER
Elements from different theme packs may
not go well with each other. Different
colors, styles and qualities well make them
look incoherent.
An editor called Space Filter will be
embedded to the system to overlay
customized tones and colors to all the
elements by real time calculating
You can use these sliders to control light
source color, Ambien color, the situation
and exposure of the scene.
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Elements in An
Undersea Theme Pack
THEME COLOR
SPACIAL FILTER

MARINE SPECIES
DYNAMIC OBJECS
WATER WAVE REFLCETION
ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENT

SUNK BOAT
FIXED OBJECT
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